screenFetch in LMDE4

Got that Linux Mint Debian Edition 4 installed on my Dell XPS laptop, and it looks and feels amazing!

Here’s the screenFetch from it:

```
greys@xps:~$ screenfetch

greys@xps:~$ screenfetch

OS: Linuxmint 4 debbie
Kernel: x86_64 Linux 4.19.0-8-amd64
Uptime: 25m
Packages: 1858
Shell: bash 5.0.3
Resolution: 3840x2160
DE: Cinnamon 4.4.8
WM: Muffin
WM Theme: Mint-Y-Dark (Mint-Y)
GTK Theme: Mint-Y [GTK2/3]
Icon Theme: Mint-Y
Font: Ubuntu 10
CPU: Intel Core i7-8565U @ 8x 4.6GHz [25.0°C]
GPU: Mesa DRI Intel(R) HD Graphics (Whiskey Lake 3x8 GT2)
RAM: 829MiB / 15717MiB
```

More to follow, take care everyone.
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